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How would you like to open Marie Laveau's trick bag of Voodoo Doll spells? 

The Great and Powerful Voodoo Queen of New Orleans, Marie Laveau, was 

known to create little dolls and place them on the doorsteps of enemies, or use 

them to win court cases, or to unite lovers. She had any number of brilliant 

methods for gaining the knowledge she needed for her spells to be effective. 

One ploy was to surreptitiously place a Voodoo doll near the front door of her 

victims, more often than not the house-servants of well-known New Orleans 

families. When the Voodoo doll was discovered, the victim was convinced they 

had been hexed by someone other than Marie, and would run to the 

Bosswoman (as Marie was known by the locals) for help. Marie would agree to 

render the doll harmless if the victim agreed to act as her spy and provide her 

with information about the affairs of the prominent family where the victim 

worked. Now that is one hell of a magickal manipulation! 

  

Inside this book you will find countless secret spells that help you to bind your 

enemies, banish naysayers, bend people to do your will, and win court cases. 

Learn how to break up a couple, destroy all of your problems, get a job, cure 

sickness, call forth spirits, win in games of chance and attain success. Inside, 

you will find spells to make yourself irresistible, find a lover, make your lover 

faithful, and spice up your sex life. And that is just the tip of the iceberg! 

 

This book is exactly as the title implies - Voodoo doll spells! You will find 

Voodoo doll spells never before printed anywhere!  There are over 150 ancient 

and contemporary New Orleans voodoo, hoodoo, witchcraft, Greek, and 

Egyptian Voodoo doll spells and more!  
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The following spells are excerpted from the Voodoo Doll Spellbook. Order 

your copy today and receive a free Voodoo Doll! To purchase a copy of the 

Voodoo Doll Spellbook, please visit Planet Voodoo. 

 
 

a Fast Luck Buckeye Doll 

This spell is for those whose seek luck in playing games of chance, i.e. 

gambling, and the lottery. You will need a buckeye for this doll. The name 

“Buckeye” came from the Native Americans who noticed that the glossy, 

chestnut-brown seeds with the lighter circular “eye” looked very similar to the 

eye of a buck (male) deer. Buckeye nuts have been used as good luck charms 

for years. 

Make a green or yellow Voodoo doll or poppet and stuff it with moss and the 

hair of a black cat (do not hurt a cat to get its fur). Place a buckeye nut in the 

head. Wrap the doll with gold thread and tie a pair of dice onto the doll. Each 

time you go to play the lottery or to gamble take out your lucky gambling doll 

and hold it close to your pocket, visualizing your pockets filled with money. 

a Home Breaker Ritual 

This ritual targets the individual you would like to leave. Make a black poppet 

and secure your target’s foot tracks by scooping up some of the dirt and grass 

where you know they have walked. Place the tracks inside the doll along with 

some Spanish moss, hair from a black dog, hair from a black cat, sulphur, and 

Separation powder. Sew the doll shut and sprinkle with War Water and more 
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Separation powder.  Take the doll to a running stream at midnight and say the 

following:  

Moss choke it, Sulphur smoke it 

Fight like cats and dogs and run away. 

Turn around as though ready to leave and throw the doll over your right 

shoulder into the running water. Leave the area and do not look back or return 

to that area. 

a Voodoo Poppet for Luck in Games of Chance 

For good luck in games of chance, make a Voodoo poppet out of green flannel 

while burning Money Drawing incense. Stuff the doll with Irish moss, and 

leave a small opening. Anoint a Cross of Caravaca with High John the 

Conqueror Oil and put inside the doll along with 7 Job’s tears. Write down 

seven wishes on a piece of parchment paper and put inside the doll and sew the 

doll closed. Take a green 7 knob candle and write each of your seven wishes on 

a separate knob of the candle. Anoint with High John the Conqueror Oil. Set 

the doll next to the candle and pour some of the wax from each knob onto the 

doll. As each knob melts, your wish is absorbed into the energy of the candle 

and becomes one with the energy of the doll.  

a Georgia Witch Salt Dough Doll Baby 

 
If there is someone causing mischief and mayhem in your life, try making this 

Georgia Witch Salt Dough Doll Baby. To make this doll baby, you will have to 

make a batch of salt dough. You will have quite a bit extra, but it will store for 
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several months in the refrigerator so you can have some on hand for future 

conjurings. To make a doll baby out of salt dough, try this fool proof recipe. 

Doll Baby Salt Dough 
 
2 c. water 

3 tbsp. vegetable oil 

2 1/2 c. flour 

1/2 c. black witch’s salt 

Handful of mullein 

 

The night before you make this dough, you will need to steep a handful of 

herbs in the water over night. In the morning, strain the herbs from the water. 

Pour the water into a pot and bring it to a boil. Add vegetable oil. Allow to 

cool just slightly, so that the water is still warm. Add the four and black witch’s 

salt and mix well. The dough should be warm and soft. 

 

Take a small amount of dried mullein and pulverize it into a fine powder using 

a coffee grinder or mortar and pestle. When cool, work the clay with your 

hands. Carefully add a teaspoon of the powdered mullein to some of the clay 

you have just made and mix well. and fashion an image of a man or woman 

(the gender should match that of your enemy). While working the dough, 

repeat the bothersome person’s name over and over again, directing it to stop 

meddling in your affairs. Take some thorns from a honey-locust (you can 

substitute pins or nails) and stick them into the doll wherever you see fit. Place 

the doll on a piece of wax paper and allow to dry. Drying time will vary 

according to the size of the doll, but it should be dry within a couple of hours. 
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Bury the doll in your enemy’s yard and it should quickly take effect. After one 

year, you should make another doll in like fashion to continue the influence.  

 

a Triple Strength Bend-Over Voodoo Doll Spell 

 

First, create a brown Voodoo doll or poppet. Write the name of the one you 

choose to have bend to your will 9 times on brown paper and attach it to the 

doll with a pin. Light a brown candle. Anoint the doll daily with 3 drops of 

Bend Over oil while stating the person’s name and exactly what you want them 

to do. Repeat for nine days in a row. Keep the doll wrapped in purple cloth and 

store it away in a place where it will not be seen or handled by others. Repeat 

every full moon to keep the person under your influence. 
 

a Tie an Enemy Up 

 

Light a purple candle and make a purple doll baby. Take a rope and tie the 

doll’s hands behind its back and stick the doll in a corner facing the wall. Say: 

 

Christ’s cross and Christ’s crown,  

Christ Jesus’ colored blood,  

be thou every hour good. 

God, the Father, is before me;  

God, the Son, is beside me;  

God, the Holy Ghost, is behind me. 

Whoever now is stronger than these three persons may come,  

by day or night, to attack me. 
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Then say the Lord’s Prayer three times. Repeat this work 3 days in a row. On 

the third day when you are finished with your prayers, bury the doll under an 

oak tree and sprinkle with blessed salt. Your enemy will be rendered harmless. 
 

a Make a Judge Sick 

 

Take a black candle and melt it down to soften the wax. Form a human figure 

out of the wax by coating your hands with a few drops of Dragon’s Blood 

conjure oil and molding a human shape out of the softened wax. You can add 

hair or nail clippings or some other personal effect of the person for whom the 

doll represents.  Write the judge’s name on a piece of parchment paper with 

Dragon’s Blood ink or a red ink pen if you don’t have the Dragon’s Blood ink. 

Place the paper into the wax and cover the paper with more wax. When you 

have your figure formed and the paper well sealed inside, place the doll into a 

bowl of cold water. The day before the court date, take a stick and spin the doll 

around in the water all day long. The judge should fail to show for court the 

following day. 

 

End of excerpt. 
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All of the ingredients needed for the spells in this book are available from 

Planet Voodoo, www.planetvoodoo.com.  
 
 

Have you seen the new magazine for conjurers and lovers of folk magick, 

hoodoo, and Voodoo? Check it out: 

http://conjureartquarterly.wordpress.com/ 

 

You could be getting a whole lotta good mojo with a subscription to this 

groundbreaking new magazine! 
 

 

 

 

 

http://www.planetvoodoo.com.
http://conjureartquarterly.wordpress.com/
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This document and Conjure Art Quarterly are brought to you courtesy of 
Planet Voodoo, www.planetvoodoo.com. Content is copyright 2010, Denise 
Alvarado, All rights reserved. 
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